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Template Homework Policy (Primary)
1. Introduction
1.1 Homework is here defined as any work or activities which pupils are asked to do
outside lesson time, either on their own or with parents or carers. Homework can
help to develop an effective partnership between the school, parents/carers and
pupils. It provides opportunities for parents/carers and pupils to work together and to
enjoy learning experiences. It has a role to play in consolidating and reinforcing skills
and understanding, particularly in literacy and nume racy.
1.2 Homework not only extends school learning by reinforcement and revision, for
example through additional reading, but also encourages pupils as they get older to
develop the confidence and self-discipline needed to study on their own, preparing
them for the requirements of secondary school.
2. The Role of the School
2.1 Homework will normally be set by the class teacher who will be responsible for
ensuring that the demands of homework are manageable for parents/carers on a day
to day basis.
2.2 Homework demands will be as even and balanced as possible and will take other
factors into account e.g. due to religious obligations less homework will be given
during Ramadan.
2.3 The school aims to ensure that parents/carers have a clear understanding about
expectations for themselves and pupils in regard to homework. It will set out clearly
for each class what the homework pattern is.
2.4 In setting homework the school will take into account the needs of individual pupils
and ensure progression towards independence and individual responsibility.
2.5 Children with Special Educational Needs may be set specific tasks by the class
teacher or Special Needs support staff separate from the homework set for others in
the class but the school recognises that it is important that they do as much in
common with other pupils as possible.
2.6 Incentives and rewards will be given to encourage pupils to complete and return
homework on time and to encourage independence. If a pupil does not regularly
complete the set homework and there has been no explanation from parents or
carers, the school will contact them to discuss any difficulties.
2.7 The school will monitor and review the effectiveness of its homework programme.
3. The Role of Parents/Carers
3.1 The involvement of parents/carers in joint activities with children is most valuable in
promoting children’s learning. Short activities of different kinds - simple games,
learning spellings and number facts, and of course reading together - provide a very
important opportunity for children to talk about what they are learning to an interested
adult and to practise key skills in a supportive environment. All of these activities are
types of homework.
3.2 Parents/Carers should try to provide a suitable time and place in which the pupil can
do his/her homework. They should make it clear that they value homework and
support the school by explaining how it can help the pupil’s learning. Parents should
encourage pupils and praise them when they have completed their homework.

3.3 If their child has any problems in carrying out the homework parents/carers should
contact the class teacher.
4. Homework Programme
4.1 Literacy and numeracy will be the main focus of the homework with other subjects,
for example science, introduced as children progress through Key Stage 2.
4.2 Literacy activities
4.3 Parents can play a crucial role in helping their children to develop a love of reading
from an early age. Pupils in Reception and Key Stage 1 will be expected to share
and enjoy books and to read regularly with adults and as part of their reading
homework. As children progress through Key Stage 2, regular reading continues to
be crucial. This should take the form of reading to an adult, of reading on their own if
the child is a fluent reader, or of using reference material to find information about a
topic. All pupils should be encouraged to read regularly.
4.4 Other literacy based homework may include learning sounds that individual or groups
of letters make, learning to recognise key words or letter patterns, learning spelling,
practising handwriting, planning and writing a story or answering any questions about
a written text or to reinforce work done in class.
4.5 Numeracy activities
4.6 Initially children will be given tasks to develop their ability to count and combine
numbers and to develop an understanding of mathematical vocabulary, including
measures, shape, data handling etc.
4.7 As they progress children will be given number facts and tables to practise and learn.
Formal mathematics homework may be set to reinforce work covered in class.
Children may be given investigations to carry out or activities to develop their
confidence and/or understanding.
4.8 Other curriculum areas
4.9 Where appropriate, pupils will be given additional tasks such as researching topics to
support learning in class, reading in preparation for lessons, written assignments and
preparing oral presentations.

5. Suggested time allocations for homework
Year

Time

Type of activity

Reception and Year 1

Up to 1 hour spread
across the week

The emphasis will be on
developing basic skills.
Activities will include
regular reading, practising
spellings and sounds,
other literacy work and
tasks to develop basic
number skills.

Year 2, 3 and 4

Up to 1.5 hours spread
across the week

The activities will extend
the learning from
Reception and Year 1 with
an emphasis on extending
basic literacy and
numeracy skills and
gaining independence.
Some longer pieces of
written work may also be
included.

Year 5 and 6

Up to 2 hours each week

There will be a structured
weekly schedule to
develop skills in literacy,
numeracy and topic but
tasks may also range
widely across the
curriculum.

